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1. Welcome from the Rector
It is a great pleasure to welcome you to this “Mission Action Plan” for Bath Abbey. Each of those three words is
important for us, both as a Church and as individuals. We need clarity about our part in God’s Mission; about priorities
for putting it into Action; and about how the range of our objectives fit together into a co-ordinated Plan.
The Mission Action Plan that follows is a working attempt to ‘MAP’ God’s vision and calling, as best we can now see it,
as we enter the next 5 years here at Bath Abbey. It succeeds similar plans drawn up in 2006 and 2015, and is the fruit
of a wide process of prayerful consultation during 2019, set up by our Abbey Church Council (PCC), inviting wisdom and
insight from our congregations of all ages, our staff and our volunteers.
Please read it prayerfully, and ponder how you might be a part of God’s unfolding plan in this place …

2. How do we picture Bath Abbey?
What is our Mission? What do you & I picture Bath Abbey being for? It is a question that can be answered in many
different, yet overlapping ways.
Our ancient forebears would have said Bath Abbey is a Benedictine community for prayer, learning and hospitality; then
later reframed as a Cathedral, fitted for beautiful worship and as the seat of the Bishop’s regional ministry.
Since 1572 the answer has been Bath Abbey is a Parish Church for the city centre, home to congregations of many styles
and sizes.
At the same time it has always been many other things too : the natural host for important civic (and academic) events;
a daily tourist attraction for thousands of visitors; an extraordinary forum and resource for proclaiming afresh the Good
News of Jesus Christ; a glorious home and venue for concerts and the arts; a precious refuge for pastoral care and prayer
in the city; the spectacular Christian landmark contribution to this world heritage site, with all kinds of educational
possibilities; an oasis for quiet contemplation at the heart of a bustling shopping and leisure hub; and much more
besides.
At whichever point you and I choose to start defining the Abbey, it soon invites us to sample its other identities too. I
hope you will experience that warm invitation as you read this document, bringing together as it does many perspectives
and priorities into one place - and that we all may find the bigger vision of the Abbey encouraging and inspiring us to
belong, and to flourish as we play our part in fresh and creative ways.
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3. Our Guiding Vision and Purpose
These multiple identities of the Abbey explicitly trace to the
multiple dimensions of its mission. Following wide consultation and
prayerful discernment during 2019, the PCC have re-expressed that
mission in a fresh ‘Vision and Purpose Statement’.
This now explicitly aligns the mission of Bath Abbey with that of the
Diocese of Bath & Wells, and of the Church of England as a whole,
to which of course we belong :

The Vision of Bath Abbey:
Living and Telling the Good News of Jesus
with the City of Bath and its visitors

The Purpose of Bath Abbey:
To pursue our Vision through

1.

THANKSGIVING : Worshipping and praying

2.

TELLING : Proclaiming the Gospel

3.

TEACHING : Growing as followers of Jesus

4.

TENDING : Caring as a church family

5.

TRANSFORMING : Pursuing justice & peace in
society

6.

TREASURING : Sustaining and renewing
creation
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4. Sketching the Abbey's Future
Using broad brushstrokes under each of these headings, what would we like Bath Abbey to look like by 2025?
We believe that, in applying our purposes, we are called to shape a community of …

Thanksgiving
• A House of Prayer for all nations
•

through an everyday rhythm of stillness, prayer and worship

Telling
• An Attraction helping visitors and locals encounter God’s presence and truth
•

through people, words, music, arts, building & bible

Teaching
• A Forum for learning and discovery, at every age & stage of maturity
•

through exploring our heritage, & what it means to follow Jesus Christ today

Tending
• An Oasis refreshing lives with hospitality & fun, healing & peace
•

through welcoming, including and nurturing all who come

Transforming
• A Beacon for public engagement with peace and justice, in city & Diocese
•

through serving others and raising a “voice for the voiceless”

Treasuring
• A Landmark known for outstanding care of our built and natural environment
•

through pursuing beauty, accessibility and a deserved eco-friendly reputation

5. Colouring in the MAP
Of course Bath Abbey already carries out many and various tasks and ministries, taking forward each of our six
purposes.
Conducting the 2020 Vision exercise has been a helpful opportunity to map what is currently being done in each
of these areas of our calling, as well as to suggest many new possibilities. The PCC and Abbey staff are working on
turning these into a detailed business plan, that will enable us to focus and measure impact through the Abbey’s
mission - and if you would like to see that comprehensive document when available, the Rector would be happy
to send a copy on request.
However, in a place as active as the Abbey, it is very easy to be overwhelmed by too much detail!
As a result, instead of listing everything we do and value here, this Mission Action Plan simply highlights just one
key headline goal for 2020, for each of our six purposes … six focused & memorable goals that aim to take us
“purposefully” towards our Vision together, step by step.
Please note that this means much that is highly important (and often already going well at the Abbey) is not
specifically mentioned in the headlines this time. For example in our “Thanksgiving” purpose the 2020 headline
is deepening our prayer life; that is certainly not to say that our Abbey worship services aren’t also fundamentally
important! Similarly to take forward our “Transforming” purpose, the headline this year is strengthening our city
mission; that is not to say that our international focus isn’t to remain deeply in the Abbey’s missional DNA. Far
from it!
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6. Bath Abbey’s Headline Goals for 2020
These are our key priorities for this year, alongside all that we value, and plan to continue. The PCC will publish
a similar set of fresh & memorable headline goals for the Abbey, each year during 2020 to 2025.

Thanksgiving

Telling

DEEPEN ABBEY PRAYER LIFE

•
Prayer Meetings renewed (eg first Friday & last
Saturday each month); Prayer Stations and new Prayer
Room established & resourced; Prayer Ministry Team
commissioned; Prayer training courses run, groups &
resources promoted; etc

PREPARE NEW CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GOSPEL &
ABBEY HERITAGE

•
Develop post Footprint tours/trails/stewarding, shop,
art installations, school visits, Discovery Centre, museum,
suite of new leaflets & guidebook, concerts (& Bath Abbey
Music Festival), etc

Teaching

OFFER FRESH LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Tending

REVIEW OUR PASTORAL CARE, AND MINISTRY WITH
CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE

•
Host series of city lectures & debates on topical/
ethical/theological issues; occasional teaching sermon series;
progress all-age learning at 9.30 service; develop school &
family learning programme

•
Facilitated by new Abbey Pastor & Youth & Families
Minister (with Volunteer Officer etc); set 2021 goals

Transforming

Treasuring

STRENGTHEN OUR CITY MISSION

•
Facilitated by Abbey Missioner (& Mission Links Group,
etc); set 2021 goals for partnering & showcasing with secular,
inter-faith & church initiatives; identify links to build with
local needs, issues & interests

COMPLETE CURRENT FOOTPRINT PHASE

•
Complete our planned reordering; Meet our
financial challenges (by fundraising, stewardship and visitor
donations); conduct & implement ongoing eco-audit
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7. Joining up across the Abbey
As you will see from the accompanying 2020 Vision Response forms, there are many ways we are inviting you to help put
the Action in our Mission Action Plan. Indeed, one of the distinctive features of Bath Abbey is the way it welcomes and
enables a great number and variety of people to be part of its rich and multi-layered life. Everyone is welcome!
The Abbey family includes members of our own regular worshipping congregation, and our volunteers and staff who
belong primarily to other churches, or who may have no worshipping affiliation themselves – together with visitors
who may or may not worship with us as part of their visit. All are warmly welcome, and we are deeply grateful for the
generous offer of time, talents and expertise from so many dedicated people, paid and unpaid, believing and nonbelieving, without whom the whole ministry of the Abbey would simply not be possible.
One of the hopes in drawing up this Mission Action Plan is that it will provide a banner under which all may happily find
a place to belong, and enhance a joined-up understanding of the over-arching purpose and goals of Bath Abbey. From an
Abbey staff perspective this was identified (“common purpose – so more clarity for staff”) as a felt need at our staff away
day in January 2019.
In writing it all up as Rector, I am keenly aware that the valued diversity of the Abbey community means not everyone
will associate personally with some of the Christian language used (for example in the prayer that follows in a moment).
As a Church, of course our vision will fundamentally and distinctively reflect our Christian faith heritage. We also seek to
warmly embrace the partnership and goodwill of all who appreciate and care passionately for our social, artistic, musical
and built heritage, and its rich impact upon the wider community. The MAP aims to help us understand and value,
coordinate and synthesize what is happening simultaneously across many different dimensions of our life together.

"We are deeply grateful
for the generous offer
of time, talents and
expertise from so
many people, paid and
unpaid"
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8. Moving Forward in Faith
As you ponder all this, I hope you will agree with me that our headline goals for this year are a most exciting prospect.
For those of us who pray, I invite you to pray with me for all that will follow from them, both now and in future years by
God’s good grace ...
A Prayer: “Lord, that we may See!”
The Gospels tell of a blind beggar who, when he heard that Jesus was coming to his city, kept crying out to him for mercy:
"Jesus stood still and ordered the man to be brought to him; and when he came near, he asked him, “What do you want
me to do for you?” He said, “Lord, that I may see.” Jesus said to him, “Receive your sight; your faith has saved you.”
Immediately he regained his sight and followed him, glorifying God; and all the people, when they saw it, praised God."
As we move forward at Bath Abbey, may “Lord, that we may see!” be the heart of our prayer. In answer to the gracious
question “What do you want me to do for you?” we boldly seek his gift of vision - that we too may follow the way of
Jesus in our city, and glorify God in our lives.

Lord, that we may see!
For your prophet has told us that where there is
no vision, a people will perish.

Give us eyes to see
Your great plans for all humanity.

Give us hearts to beat with passion as together
you bid us follow.

Give us ears to hear
the cries of those who yearn for a glimpse of you.

Lest we perish
Plant your vision within us, O God -

and that your Kingdom may flourish
Hear our prayer: Lord, that we may see!

In a sense this prayer is already being answered. I believe that in this document we are being shown a glimpse of the
extraordinary potential of Bath Abbey in the service of God and his Kingdom, in our own generation.
But I also believe that there is much more to come, as the Lord continues to guide us. May “Lord, that we may See!” be
our cry, as we seek to follow - and as Jesus so often had to say to his friends, let us also “Fear not!”, knowing he is with
us, to lead us as he promised ....

Revd. Canon Guy Bridgewater
Rector of Bath
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